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SUMMARY
Many research results have shown that well-designed low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes can achieve capacity-approaching performances over important chan-
nels such as additive white Gaussian noise, binary-erasure, and binary-symmetric
channels. However, over the channels, all coded symbols in a codeword are statisti-
cally equally corrupted. In this thesis, we think of systems in which coded symbols of
a codeword are divided into subgroups and the symbols in the subgroups are trans-
mitted through their corresponding sub-channels.
In magnetic storages, coded symbols are either corrupted by Gaussian noise or
erased due to thermal asperity, which can be modelled as a combination/mixture of
additive-white Gaussian-noise (AWGN) channel and binary erasure channel (BEC)
[16, 18]. In holographic storages, signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of coded symbols de-
pend on the areas where the symbols are recorded [35]. We can model the holographic
storages as a combination of sub-channels with different SNRs. In rate-compatible
punctured codes, a portion of symbols of a codeword is deliberately deleted in the
transmitter to increase coding rate and the remaining coded symbols are transmitted.
Thus, we can model punctured codes as a combination of two sub-channels and two
subgroups of coded symbols [17, 19, 20].
We analyze behaviors of LDPC codes with the message-passing decoders in the
proposed systems. There are two well-known techniques for analyzing LDPC codes,
which are density evolution and Gaussian approximation techniques. Both techniques
trace variations of probability densities of messages in the message-passing decoders
during iterations. The former heavily depends on numerical analysis and makes accu-
rate results at the sacrifice of analytical insight. Gaussian approximation models the
xiii
probability densities as Gaussian and gives us a closed form of a recursive equation
describing the variation of the probability densities during iterations.
First, we consider LDPC code design for AWGN channels with erasures. This
model, for example, represents a common situation in magnetic and optical recording
where defects or thermal asperities in the system are detected and presented to the
decoder as erasures. We give thresholds of regular and irregular LDPC codes and
discuss practical code design over the mixed Gaussian/erasures channel. The analysis
is an extension of the Gaussian approximation work of Chung et al [8]. In the two
limiting cases of no erasures and large SNR, the analysis tends to the results of Chung
et al. [8] and Luby et al. [26], respectively, giving a general tool for a class of mixed
channels. We derive a steady-state equation which gives a graphical interpretation of
decoder convergence. This allows one to estimate the maximum erasure capability on
the mixture channel, or conversely to estimate the additional signal power required to
compensate for the loss due to erasures. We see that a good (capacity-approaching)
LDPC code over an AWGN channel is also good over the mixed channel up to a
moderate erasure probability. We also investigate practical issues such as maximum
number of iterations of message-passing decoders, coded block lengths and types of
erasure patterns (random/block erasures). We design an optimized LDPC code for
the mixed channel, which shows better performance if the erasure probability is larger
than a certain value (0.1 in our simulation) at the expense of performance degradation
at unerased (AWGN channel) and lower erasure probability regions (less than 0.1 in
our simulation)
We also consider puncturing of LDPC codes for additive white Gaussian noise
channels. We show that good puncturing patterns exist and that the puncturing can
be performed in a rate-compatible fashion. Furthermore, rate-compatible puncturing
results in small loss of performance with respect to threshold, namely, the punctured
code is good (in terms of threshold) across a range of rates when compared with the
xiv
optimal codes for each rate. This allows one to implement a single “mother” encoder
and decoder that is good across a wide range of rates.
Finally, we discuss universality of punctured LPDC codes in terms of excess mutual
information (EMI) [23, 24]. There is a relation between Eb/N0 gap and EMI, which
tells Eb/N0 gaps are exaggerated at high data rates for the same EMI, and EMI is a
fairer measure to see the universality of LDPC codes. We empirically show that it
is possible to design universal LDPC codes (in terms of EMI) across a broad range
of coding rates (from 0.1 to 0.95 in our simulations) with the puncturing techniques
proposed in this thesis. As a practical issue, we propose a way to design high rate
LDPC codes with the puncturing technique, which designs high rate LDPC codes by
puncturing low rate LDPC codes. We compare punctured LDPC codes with LDPC
codes designed (dedicated LDPC codes) for a high coding rate (0.8 in our simulations).
It is observed that the punctured LDPC codes have lower error-floors at high Eb/N0
regions thanks to longer effective block lengths and sparser party-check matrices. The
punctured LDPC codes also have better frame-error rates (FERs) and decoder-error
rate (DERs). In addition to lower FERs and DERs, the punctured LDPC codes have
an efficient structure for code combining [5, 43] that is a key element of type-II hybrid





Since the rediscovery of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes in the middle 1990’s
[30], many research results have shown capacity-approaching performances of LDPC
codes [27, 26, 38, 37], which culminated with an LDPC code within 0.0045dB of the
Shannon limit [7]. Although there has not been any mathematically rigorous work
proving LDPC codes eventually achieve the Shannon limit, it is conceivable that
LDPC codes really do.
In this thesis, we extend applications of LDPC codes to a combination of con-
stituent sub-channels, which is a mixture of Gaussian channels with erasures [16, 18].
This model, for example, represents a common channel in magnetic recordings where
thermal asperities in the system are detected and represented at the decoder as era-
sures. Although this channel is practically useful, we cannot find any previous work
that evaluates performance of LDPC codes over this channel. We are also interested
in practical issues such as designing robust LDPC codes for the mixture channel and
predicting performance variations due to erasure patterns (random and burst), and
finite block lengths.
On time varying channels, a common error control strategy is to adapt the coding
rate according to available channel state information (CSI). An effective way to real-
ize this coding strategy is to use a single code and puncture it in a rate-compatible
fashion, a so-called rate-compatible punctured code (RCPC) [4, 21]. We are inter-
ested in the existence of good puncturing patterns for rate-changes that minimize
performance loss. We show the existence of good puncturing patterns with analysis
1
and verify the results with simulations.
Universality of a channel code across a broad range of coding rates is a theoret-
ically interesting topic. We are interested in the possibility of using the puncturing
technique proposed in this thesis for designing universal LDPC codes. We also con-
sider how to design high rate LDPC codes by puncturing low rate LDPC codes.
The new design method can take advantage of longer effect block lengths, sparser
parity-check matrices, and larger minimum distances of low rate LDPC codes.
1.2 Scope of Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce basic terminologies
of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and the sum-product decoding algorithm.
We also summarize density evolution and Gaussian approximation that are helpful
to understand the sequel sections.
In Chapter 3, we extend Chung’s work to include a channel model that is a mixture
of Gaussian noise with random erasures. In Section 3.2 we consider regular LDPC
codes and define the basic terminology used in the subsequent sections. In Section
3.3 we extend the results of Section 3.2 to irregular LDPC codes. In Section 3.4 we
simplify the results of Section 3.3 using the fact that the erasure probability during
iterations does not depend on a signal-to-noise ratio. The simplified equation, called
a steady-state equation, gives us a graphical interpretation of decoder convergence
that was originally introduced in [8]. In Section 3.5 we verify our analysis and the
channel model by comparing theoretical Eb/N0 thresholds of regular and irregular
LDPC codes with simulation results of actual LDPC codes. We also investigate some
practical issues such as maximum number of iterations of message-passing decoders,
coded block lengths and types of erasure patterns (random/block erasures). In Section
3.6 we design an LDPC code for the mixed channel and compare the designed LDPC
code with an LDPC code optimized for an AWGN channel in [8]. We conclude this
2
chapter in Section 3.7.
In Chapter 4, we apply a rate-compatible puncturing scheme to low-density parity-
check (LDPC) codes, namely one would like to have a single LDPC code which, when
punctured in a rate-compatible way, remains good across a range of punctured rates.
We present a way to puncture LDPC codes which does not disturb the optimality
of the base code, and where the resulting punctured codes maintain threshold op-
timality across a range of rates. We focus mainly on asymptotic thresholds of the
punctured LDPC codes instead of practical issues such as code performance with a
short block length, number of iterations to achieve a saturated performance and finite
precision effects due to quantization. In Section 4.1, we introduce the channel model
we consider and define terminologies for the sequel sections. In Section 4.2, we ana-
lyze the thresholds of punctured LDPC codes with Gaussian approximation (GA) in
[8]. The analytic results are useful to understand the convergence of the punctured
LDPC codes and can be further simplified with a proper assumption. The simplified
recursive equation, called a steady-state equation, tells us how the punctured LDPC
codes perform and how to design the puncturing distributions. Thus, the analysis
gives us not only a prediction method of the thresholds of the punctured LDPC codes
but also a design rule of optimal puncturing distributions. In Section 4.3, we design
puncturing distributions for two LDPC codes which are designed in [37] and [6]. We
also implement the LDPC codes with a code block length of 131,072 and apply the
designed puncturing distributions to the implemented LDPC codes. Through the
simulation, we confirm consistency between the asymptotic and implemented perfor-
mance. Finally, in Section 4.4, we summarize this chapter.
In Chapter 5, we consider more issues on the proposed punctured LDPC codes
such as universality and performance of finite-length punctured LDPC codes for high
rates (0.8 in our simulations). In Section 5.1, we investigate universality of punctured
LDPC codes over a broad range of coding rates (from 0.1 to 0.95 in our study).
3
Performance variations are measured in the excess mutual information (EMI) sense
instead of Eb/N0 gap because the EMI is independent of coding rate. Our study
shows that universal LDPC codes over a range of coding rates can be implemented
with the puncturing technique proposed in Chapter 4. In Section 5.2, we show that
high rate LDPC codes can be implemented by puncturing lower rate LDPC codes.
We compare performance of the punctured LDPC codes for achieving a coding rate
of 0.8 with LDPC codes designed for the same coding rate. Simulations show that
punctured LDPC codes have better error-floors, frame-error rate (FER) and decoder-
error rate (DER). The lower FER and DER make punctured LDPC codes more
amenable to type-II hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol. In Section 5.3,
we summarize this chapter.





2.1 Low-Density Parity-Check Codes
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are simple parity check codes [44] defined
by parity-check matrices that are restricted to have a small number of 1’s in each row
and column as compared to the lengths of the column and row. The term, low-density
implies sparse parity-check matrices. An LDPC code defined by an r×n sparse parity-
check matrix, H can be also graphically represented by a bipartite graph [41] depicted
in Fig. 2.1. On the graph, each column and row of the sparse parity-check matrix
are denoted as a variable (or left) and check (or right) nodes and represent a received
coded symbol and a parity check, respectively. That is, the nth variable (check) node






















1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0









Figure 2.1: A bipartite graph and parity-check matrix of a (3, 6) regular code.
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In a bipartite graph, a connection between a variable node and a check node is
called an edge [9] which corresponds to a non-zero term at the position indexed by the
column and row. Each node has at least one edge, and the number of edges incident
with a node is called the degree of the node [9]. Thus, if a variable (check) node has d
edges, the corresponding column (row) has d non-zero terms in H. A cycle is a walk
through edges from a node to itself without visiting a node and edge again except
the end nodes [9]. In Fig. 2.1, v1 − c1 − v4 − c2 − v1 makes a cycle of length (girth)
4, where vn (cn) represents the nth variable (check) node.
While a parity-check matrix and a bipartite graph specify an instance of an LDPC
code, an ensemble of LDPC codes can be described with a degree distribution pair






i−1) is a polynomial whose
coefficients are non-negative real numbers, the sum of the coefficients is equal to 1,
and λi (ρi) is the fraction of edges belonging to variable (check) nodes with i edges (or
a degree of i), and dl (dr) is the maximum variable (check) degree. Thus, we can have
many different parity-check matrices which comply with a degree distribution pair,
and either a parity-check matrix or a bipartite graph is a realization of the degree
distribution pair.
The coding rate of LDPC codes specified by a degree distribution pair, (λ(x), ρ(x))
is computed as (see [37])















The degree distribution from an edge perspective can be converted to a node per-

























j) is the fraction of variable (check) nodes having j edges.
For a given degree distribution pair (λ(x) and ρ(x)), the specific locations of non-
zero terms in a parity-check matrix and degrees of columns and rows are randomly
generated in compliance with λ(x) and ρ(x), respectively. However, the random
generation does not necessarily guarantee a good LDPC code, and exhaustive search
in some cases may be prohibitive due to the size of an ensemble. Unfortunately, there
does not exist a general and systematic approach to design a good LDPC code out of
an ensemble. There have been several attempts to address the design issue in [42, 10].
We will introduce how to evaluate the averaged behavior and performance of
LDPC codes in an ensemble during message-passing decoding in the next section.
2.2 Decoding Algorithms
Decoding is a decision process which finds a codeword that minimizes the probability
of decoder error based on a received word r [44]. The minimization is equivalent to
choosing a codeword that maximizes a posteriori probability (MAP) which is called




where cj is a code in an entire code set C. However, the size of the code set, |C|
grows exponentially with a block length which makes an exhaust search practically
impossible. Thus, we need a more systematic way to find the most likelihood code-
word.
Gallager [14, 15] proposed several iterative decoding algorithms for Low-Density
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Parity-Check (LDPC) codes on Binary Erasure Channel (BEC). The proposed algo-
rithms are message-passing algorithms which iteratively pass messages between nodes
through edges in a bipartite graph. The message is reliability information which can
be a probability for a node to be a symbol. For example, if a code is defined over
GF(2), the message can be a probability for a node to be ‘0’ (or equivalently ‘1’).
MacKay and Neal [30, 29] rediscovered and decoded LDPC codes on Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with the belief-propagation (BP) algorithm
(also known as the sum-product algorithm) [34] which also works with the framework
of the message-passing algorithm. The BP algorithm makes exactly the same result
as the MAP decoder when a bipartite graph contains no short cycles [34] and received
symbols are independent of each other.
The BP algorithm is equivalently described in probability and log-probability do-
mains, although the latter may be more favorable for hardware implementation. We
summarize the algorithm based on the [30, 29, 13]:
Belief Propagation Algorithm in Probability Domain
1. Definitions:
• c = (c1, c2, . . . cN) is a codeword of a length N , the occurrence of each
codeword out of the entire code set (C) is equally probable, cn ∈ GF(2)
for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , r = (r1, r2, . . . , rN) is a received symbol vector whose




rn corresponds to the nth variable node in a bipartite graph defining an
LDPC code.
• fxn = Pr(rn|cn = x), and f 1n = 1− f 0n.
• M(n) = {m : hmn = 1} (N (m) = {n : hmn = 1}) is a set of check (vari-
able) node indices adjacent to the variable node n (the check node m),
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and hmn is the element located at the mth row and the nth column of the
parity check matrix H.
• M(n) \m (N (m) \ n) is the setM(n) (N (m)) less the index m (n).
• qx,(`)mn is the probability for cn to be x at the `th iteration, which is the
message from the nth variable to the mth check nodes.
• rx,(`)mn is the probability that the check m is satisfied at the `th iteration if
cn is x and those of the other variable nodes involved in the decision of
r
x,(`)
mn are given by {qx,(`−1)mn′ : n′ ∈ N (m) \ n, and x ∈ GF(2)}, which is the
message from the mth check to the nth variable nodes.
2. Initialization:
For each m and n satisfying hmn = 1, which is valid through all the steps,
initialize q
x,(0)
mn = fxn , for x ∈ GF(2).


















mn − q1,(`)mn and ` ∈ N.
4. Variable node updates:




































5. Verify parity checks:
For each n, if q
0,(`)
n > 0.5 then ĉn = 0 otherwise ĉn = 1. If H
T ĉ = 0, then ĉ
becomes the decoder output and halt the algorithm, otherwise go to 3, where
ĉn is the nth decoded bit and ĉ is the estimated codeword. Practically, the loop
from 3 to 5 repeats a preset number of times. If we cannot find a valid codeword
within the number of iterations, we have to declare a decoder failure [44].
Belief Propagation Algorithm in Log-Probability Domain
1. Definitions:
• fn = ln (Pr(cn = 0|r)/Pr(cn = 1|r))
• For any x ∈ (−∞,+∞), a map γ : [−∞,+∞] → GF(2) × [0,+∞] is
defined as











∣ , for x ∈ [−∞, 0) ∪ (0,+∞]





0, if x > 0
0, with probability 1
2
if x = 0
1, with probability 1
2
if x = 0
1, if x < 0.
• γ(z) = γ(x)+ γ(y) is defined as γ1(z) = γ1(x)+ γ1(y) and γ2(z) = γ2(x)+
γ2(y) over GF(2) and [0,+∞], respectively.
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• For γ(x) = (χ1, χ2) ∈ GF(2)× [0,∞],




Ψ(χ2) , for χ1 = 0,
−Ψ(χ2) , for χ1 = 1,
because Ψ(Ψ(x)) = |x| and χ1 = 1 for x < 0.
2. Initialization:
For each m and n satisfying hmn = 1, define q
(0)
mn = fn.












where ` ∈ N.
4. Variable node updates:













5. Verify parity checks:
For each n, if q
(`)
n > 0 then ĉn = 0, otherwise ĉn = 1. If H
T ĉ = 0, then ĉ
becomes the decoder output and halt the algorithm, otherwise go to 3, where
ĉn is the nth decoded bit and ĉ is the estimated codeword. Practically, the loop
from 3 to 5 repeats a preset number of times. If we cannot find a valid codeword
within the number of iterations, we have to declare a decoder failure [44].
In principle, the BP algorithm is optimal but in some situations, the algorithm
requires two stringent assumptions: 1) no cycle in the bipartite graph, 2) exact knowl-
edge of the soft information (probability distribution function/log-likelihood ratio).
There have been several attempts to address these practical issues in [12, 13, 32].
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2.3 Density Evolution
Richardson et al. [38, 37] computed the asymptotic (block length tends to infinity)
behavior of Belief-Propagation (BP) decoders averaged over all Low-Density Parity-
Check (LDPC) codes in an ensemble specified by a degree distribution pair. They
traced the variations of the probability density functions (density for short) of mes-
sages between variable and check nodes in the BP decoder during iterations, which
is called density evolution. Although density evolution extensively counts on numer-
ical computations, it is a useful tool not only to evaluate thresholds (will be defined
shortly) of LDPC codes but also to design good LDPC codes for many different
channels.
Density evolution requires the following conditions;
1. symmetry condition:
the channel output must be symmetric, and
[Definition 1 in [37]], the density f is symmetric if
f(x) = exf(−x), (2.3)
for x ∈ R,
2. No short cycles:
the bipartite graph contains no short cycles.
The first requirement with the symmetry of the BP algorithm [38] frees the behavior
of the BP decoding from the channel input patterns (see Lemma 1 in [38]). Thus,
behavior of the BP algorithm with a simple input pattern such as all zeros expressed
with positive ones (equivalently, all ones expressed with negative ones) is exactly the
same as that of any other input patterns. In the explanation of density evolution,
the all-zero code is assumed. The second requirement is a necessary condition for
the BP decoding results to be those of the MAP decoding [34]. The requirement can
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be met by increasing a block length to infinity [37], which is impossible in practical
situations. It seems to be pessimistic because density evolution only tells behaviors
of LDPC codes with infinite block lengths. However, they came to very useful and
important conclusions [38];
1. [Concentration] “Let P ne (`) be the expected fraction of incorrect messages which
are passed in the `th iteration, where the expectation is over all instances of
the code, the choice of the message, and the realization of the noise. For any
δ > 0, the probability that the actual fraction of incorrect messages which are
passed in the `th iteration for any particular such instance lies outside the range
(P ne (`)− δ, P ne (`) + δ) converges to zero exponentially fast in n.”
In other words, if we pick up an LDPC code from an ensemble defined by a de-
gree distribution pair, the performance of the chosen code concentrates around
an average value. As a block length, n increases, the performance converges to
the average value exponentially fast in n.
2. [Convergence to Cycle-Free Case] “P ne (`) converges to P
∞
e (`) as n tends to
infinity, where P∞e (`) is the expected fraction of incorrect messages passed in
the `th decoding round assuming that the graph does not contain cycles of length
2` or less.”
This conclusion does not tell us how fast LDPC codes converge to the perfor-
mance predicted by density evolution, P∞e (`). However, they have seen empiri-
cally the convergence is fast enough in some applications.
3. [Density Evolution and Threshold Determination] “P∞e (`) is computable by a
deterministic algorithm. Furthermore, there exists a channel parameter, σ∗, the
threshold with the following property: if σ < σ∗ then lim`→∞ P∞e (`) = 0; if,
on the other hand, σ > σ∗, then there exists a constant γ(σ) > 0 such that
P∞e (`) > γ(σ) for all ` ≥ 1.”
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We can apply optimization techniques [36, 45] for a degree distribution pair to
find the largest threshold for a given coding rate, which is a design process of
good LDPC codes.
We introduce the original density evolution [38, 37] and discretized density evolu-
tion [7, 6] which is faster and closer to practical BP decoders.
Density Evolution
1. Definitions:
The symbols P` and Q` denote the densities of the random variables m
(`)
vc (the
message from variable to check nodes) and m
(`)
cv (the message from check to
variable nodes), respectively. P0 is the density of the channel output, m0 (the
message from a channel).
2. Check node update:
















which is the message from a check to a variable node given the check node has































) and the density of the summation of the random
variables becomes the convolution of densities of the random variables over
GF(2)× [0,+∞]. To define a convolution of functions over GF(2)× [0,+∞], γ
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is equivalently expressed in a different form;
γ (s,Ψ(x)) ≡ χ{s=0}γ0 + χ{s=1}γ1,
where for x ∈ (−∞,+∞], s = sgn(x), γs = Ψ((−1)sx) is a function over
[0,+∞] and χ{s=a} = 1 if s = a and χ{s=a} = 0, otherwise. For two functions g
and h over GF(2)× [0,∞], the convolution is defined as








:= χ{s=0} (g0 ⊗ h0 + g1 ⊗ h1) + χ{s=1} (g1 ⊗ h0 + g0 ⊗ h1) .
The density of m
(`)
cv is computed as
Q` = Γ









where n time convolutions of the density (P`−1) are shortened as P
⊗(n)
`−1 , Γ trans-
forms the density of a random variable x to the corresponding density of γ(x)
and Γ−1 vice versa (see the details in [37]).
3. Variable node update:












m′n if ` ≥ 1,
where q
(`)
mn represents the message from variable to check nodes which is decided
by the channel message, fn, and the messages from the check nodes. Each
variable node has different numbers of check nodes, and the average of the














cv,j if ` ≥ 1,
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and the density is represented as





wherem0 is the log-likelihood ratio of the channel output, the density of the sum
of i.i.d. random variables (m
(`)
cv,j’s ≡ m(`)cv ), is expressed as the convolution of
the density (Q`) of each random variable [3], P0⊗Q` is the convolution between
the two densities (P0 and Q`), and Q
⊗(i−1)
` represents the (i − 1) convolutions
of Q`.
4. Message error fraction:
Due to symmetry, the behavior of the BP decoding does not depend on channel
input patterns. In the density evolution, all positive ones (all zero codeword)
are assumed to be transmitted (all negative ones are also possible). Thus, the
fraction of message error is the proportion of the variable to check node message
that is less than zero;







P`(0), for δ > 0.
If a channel parameter (σ) is less than a threshold (σ∗), the error fraction
(P∞e (`)) monotonically decreases toward zero.
By tracing the variations of the densities (P` in (2.5) and Q` in (2.4)) during iter-
ations, we can analyze the convergence of BP decoders for LDPC codes and evaluate
the thresholds. To iteratively compute the densities with digital computers, we have
to be careful in quantizing the densities during iterations due to the nonlinearity of the
transformations, Γ and Γ−1. Small quantization error can be accumulated and lead
to inaccurate results. Another difficulty to be overcome is the complexity involved
in the convolutions, which has a square growth with the bit precision of the quan-
tization. Although density evolution describes theoretical behaviors of LDPC codes
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with BP decoders, the results are different from those out of practical BP decoders
that have a finite internal precision, a simple quantization before/after the nonlinear
transformations and an upper and lower limits of the magnitudes of the messages.
Chung [6, 7] introduced a modified version of density evolution called Discretized
Density Evolution (DDE) which models more accurately practical BP decoders and
speeds up the computation by taking advantage of computational symmetry and
nesting-based computations. Furthermore, the nonlinear transformations in density
evolution can be realized with a mapping table. We introduce DDE based on [6, 7].
Discretized Density Evolution
1. Quantization:















e ·∆, if w ≤ −∆
2
0, otherwise ,
which has a symmetric output, i.e., Q(m) = −Q(m), ∆ is the quantization step
bxc (dxe) is the largest (smallest) integer not greater (less) than x. The largest




·∆ and −2Qb−1 ·∆ given Qb bit
precision. The quantized message is still a random variable and is described
by a probability mass function, pm̄[k] that is related to the probability density
functions as






where fm(µ) is the density of m, m̄ is the quantized message and pm̄[k] is the
probability mass function (pmf ) of m̄.
2. Check node update:
In density evolution, computing m
(`)
cv is the most time consuming part due to
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the nonlinear transformations, (γ and γ−1). This computational difficulty can
be alleviated by using the following two functions;
• R2 : R× R→ R is defined as R2(a, b) := γ−1 (γ(a, b)),
• R : R× R→ QQb is defined as R(a, b) := Q (R2(a, b)),
where QQb is
{












































































































is shortened as Ri−1m̄(`−1)vc .
R(ā, b̄) is only defined at the 2Qb × 2Qb = 22Qb points which are implemented
with a mapping table whose size is the same as that of the domain, 22Qb =
2Qb × 2Qb . Each content of the table is represented with Qb bits that are the
size of the range, QQb . However, by taking advantage of the symmetries ofR; 1)
R(a, b) = R(b, a), 2) R(a, b) = R(−a,−b), 3) −R(a, b) = R(a,−b) = R(−a, b),




















































































Figure 2.2: Symmetries of R(i∆, j∆); the shadowed area will be computed and stored
in the table, RT (i, j) and the other areas are computed with RT (i, j), for i, j ∈
{−2Qb−1,−2Qb−1 + 1, . . . , 2Qb−1 − 1}.
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which is the sum of the probabilities for R (i∆, j∆) to be k∆ given the pmf of
the message from a variable node at the (` − 1)th iteration, p(`−1)m̄vc [j]. For an











m̄vc [j2] · · · p
(`−1)
m̄vc [jdc−1],
where A(k) = {(j1, j2, . . . , jdc−1) : k∆ = R (j1∆,R (. . . ,R (jdc−2∆, jdc−1∆) · · · ))}.














where dr1 + dr2 = dc + 1.
A careful scheduling of the nesting-based computation makes the algorithm more
efficient. For example, if we have the densities of the messages from a degree 3
and a 9 check nodes, we can make the density of message from a degree 11 check
node with the given densities. The pmf of m̄cv is expressed as the weighted sum


















3. Variable node update:




m̄vc = pm̄0 ⊗ λ(q
(`)








where pm̄0 , p
(`)
m̄vc , and q
(`)




cv , respectively. The
convolution can be efficiently computed using the Fast-Fourier Transformation
(FFT). In computing the convolutions, a careful scheduling of the nest-based
























Our work is based on the results of Gaussian Approximation (GA) in [8]. In this sec-
tion we briefly summarize GA. This summary is the minimum needed to understand
our work and describes GA for irregular LDPC codes only, which includes regular
LDPC codes as a special case.
The LLR (log-likelihood ratio) message (message for short) of a check node at
the kth iteration (u(k) and k ∈ N) during message-passing decoding is approximated
as a Gaussian probability density function that is completely specified by its mean
(m
(k)
u ) and variance (Var(u(k))). The symmetry condition, f(x) = exf(−x), which
is preserved during iterations, imposes a relation between the mean and variance,
Var(u(k)) = 2m
(k)
u . Thus, by tracing the changes of the mean (called updated mean)
during iterations, we can watch the evolution of the density of the check node message,
f (k)(u) = N (m(k)u , 2m(k)u ), where N (µ, σ2) is the normal probability density function
with a mean and variance of µ and σ2, respectively.
The probability density function (density for short) of a variable node message at
the kth iteration (v(k)) is approximated as a Gaussian mixture for irregular LDPC














where λi is the fraction of edges belonging to degree i variable nodes, m
(k)
v,i = mu0 +
(i− 1)m(k−1)u , mu0 is the mean of an LLR message out of channel and m(0)u = 0.
















j , j = 1, . . . , dc − 1, are the incoming messages from dc − 1 neighbors and
u(k) is the message sent to the remaining node. The expectation of each side of (2.7)














Because the variable node messages are assumed to be i.i.d., we can omit the index j
























where u is a Gaussian, mu = E[u] and Var(u) = 2mu. Thus, both sides of (2.8)
become integral forms that are simplified by the following definition.














4x du, if x > 0
1, if x = 0.
φ(x) is continuous and monotonically decreasing on [0,∞), with φ(0) = 1 and φ(∞) =
0.
By applying (2.9) and φ(x) to both sides of (2.8), we can calculate the updated





















































mu0 + (i− 1)m(k−1)u
)
→ 0, as k →∞,
because φ−1(x)→∞ as x→ 0.
For 0 ≤ s <∞ and 0 < r ≤ 1, hi(s, r) and h(s, r) are defined in [8] as














and (2.10) is equivalently expressed as
rk = h (s, rk−1) , (2.11)
where s = mu0 and r0 = φ(mu0).
In the recursion, the degree distribution pair (λ(x), ρ(x)) and s determine the conver-
gence to a fixed point (not necessarily zero). As shown in (2.10) and (2.11), m
(k)
u →∞
iff rk → 0. Thus, the convergence condition rk(s)→ 0 is satisfied iff
h(s, r) < r ∀ r ∈ (0, φ(s)). (2.12)
Definition 2 (definition 2 in [8] :) The threshold s∗ is the infimum of all s in R+
such that rk(s) (m
(k)
u (s)) converges to 0 (∞) as k →∞.
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for 10 ≤ x,
where α = −0.4527, β = 0.0218, and γ = 0.8600. The approximated function, φ(x)
is accurate enough at all the values of x except around x = 0 where φ(x) = 1 but
φ(x) = eβ > 1. While designing LDPC codes over AWGN channels, φ(x) in hj(m, r)
is computed only at x ≥ m > 0. Thus, the approximation is good enough. However,
we will show that for analyzing punctured LDPC codes we have to compute φ(x)






2−bx for 0 ≤ x < c,
eαx














for 10 ≤ x,





OVER GAUSSIAN CHANNELS WITH
ERASURES
3.1 Introduction
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are due to [14, 15] and renewed interest
began as a result of a great success of turbo codes [2] and subsequent rediscovery
by MacKay [30], MacKay and Neal [29] and Sipser and Spielman [40]. Since the
rediscoveries, much effort has been paid to designing good LDPC codes over vari-
ous channels such as Binary Erasure Channels (BECs), Binary Symmetric Channels
(BSCs) and Additive-White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels. Luby et al. [27]
designed good LDPC codes over BECs and introduced an irregular edge degree dis-
tribution. Richardson and Urbanke [38] investigated variations of message densities in
message-passing decoders and devised an algorithm called density evolution for iter-
atively computing message densities and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold of
an LDPC code. Although Chung [6] introduced a simplified density evolution called
discretized density evolution (DDE), computing thresholds and designing good LDPC
codes over most channels, except BECs, require intensive computations. To address
the computational difficulty, Chung [8] used the Gaussian Approximation (GA) that
models the message densities in message-passing decoders as Gaussian distributions
for regular LDPC codes and a mixture of Gaussian distributions for irregular LDPC
codes. A prerequisite of the approximation is the symmetry condition [37]. At the
expense of accuracy, the approximation gives a faster threshold computation, more
25
insight into the convergence of message-passing decoders, and an analytic expression
of the variations of the message densities during iterations. From the design point of
view, the approximation makes the design problem a linear optimization that can be
easily solved with linear programming.
In this paper, we extend Chung’s work to include a channel model that is a mixture
of Gaussian noise with random erasures, as depicted in Fig. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b). In
this model, a binary symbol is corrupted with either added white Gaussian noise or
is erased with a probability of e(0). This model, for example, represents a common
channel in magnetic recordings where thermal asperities in the system are detected
and represented at the decoder as erasures. A typical code must correct a burst of up
to 48 bytes over a 512-byte sector. In an optical recording, defects or scratches cause
long numbers of bytes (several hundred or thousand) to be erased. The probability








= g(0)(v) + e(0)∆0(v),
(3.1)
where v = loge [p(r|c = 1)/p(r|c = −1)] is the log-likelihood ratio of r, r is the channel
output shown in Fig. 3.1(b), mu0 = E[v|v 6= 0], Var(v|v 6= 0) = 2mu0 , e(0) is the
random erasure probability, and ∆x(v) = δ (v − x) is a shifted delta function. The
probability density function satisfies the symmetry condition [37], f(v) = f(−v)ev.
We analyze the message density evolution over the channel model shown in Fig. 3.1(a)




















































Figure 3.1: Additive white Gaussian noise with random erasures. (a) x is a message
bit in {1, 0}, c is a coded symbol in {-1, +1}, n is white Gaussian noise (n ∼ N (0, σ2n)),
e is in {1, 0}, P (e = 0) = e(0), p(e = 1) = (1− e(0)), and x̂ is a decoded bit in {1, 0}.
(b) r is a received signal and m is the mean of the received signal.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we consider reg-
ular LDPC codes and define the basic terminology used in the subsequent sections. In
Section 3.3 we extend the results of Section 3.2 to irregular LDPC codes. In Section
3.4 we simplify the results of Section 3.3 using the fact that the erasure probability
during iterations does not depend on a signal-to-noise ratio. The simplified equation,
called a steady-state equation, gives us a graphical interpretation of decoder conver-
gence that was originally introduced in [8]. In Section 3.5 we verify our analysis and
the channel model by comparing theoretical Eb/N0 thresholds of regular and irregular
LDPC codes with simulation results of actual LDPC codes. We also investigate some
practical issues such as maximum number of iterations of message-passing decoders,
coded block length and types of erasure patterns (random/block erasures). In Section
3.6 we design an LDPC code for the mixed channel and compare the designed LDPC
code with an LDPC code optimized for an AWGN channel in [8]. We conclude our
work in Section 3.7.
3.2 Analysis Of Regular LDPC Codes
The message flows between a check and a variable nodes are depicted in Fig. 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b), where the square and circle symbols represent check nodes and variable
nodes, respectively. The functions, h(k)(u) (g(k)(v)) is the continuous part of the
probability density of a check (variable) node message. The terms, ε(k) (e(k)) is the
probability that a check (variable) node messages is equal to zero. dc (dv) is the




j ) is the message of a check
(variable) node emitting through the jth edge (we will drop the edge the index j
without loss of generality hereafter). In the sum-product decoding algorithm, if at
least one of the variable nodes connected to a check node is erased, the check node
has zero LLR as its message. Thus, the probability of ε(k) is expressed as
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Figure 3.2: Message flows between a check and a variable nodes. (a) LLR message of













If none of dc − 1 variable messages is erased, the probabilistic characteristics of
the check message can be approximated by a Gaussian denoted by h(k)(u) in Fig. 3.2.
The Gaussian density of a message is determined by one variable, the updated mean
value m
(k)




































where 〈f(v), g(v)〉 =
∫
R
f(v)g(v)dv, and g(k)(v) is the probability density of a variable














To make (3.4) a recursive equation of m
(k)
u , we need an expression for the probability
density of a variable node message. In the log-probability domain, the variable node
message is determined by the linear sum of dv − 1 incident check node messages as
shown in Fig. 3.2. Thus, the probability that the message of a variable node is zero
can be computed as





which is the probability that all incident check messages are zeroes and the variable
node is erased. The probability density of a variable message can be factored into
three terms as shown in (3.6). The first term gives the probability in (3.5), the second
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term is made up of the incident check node messages given the variable node is erased,
and the last term is the combination of the check node messages with the unerased
received message. The last two terms comprise the continuous part, g(k)(v), used in
(3.4).


























































































where 〈tanh(v/2),N (x, 2x)〉 = 1− φ(x).
Now, the updated mean becomes a recursive equation for a given random erasure rate
e(0).
3.3 Analysis Of Irregular LDPC Codes









pair of generating functions (used in [26]) of the degree distributions for the variable
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and check edges, respectively. To include the degree distribution in calculating the
probability of ε(k) and the updated mean m
(k)
u that describe the check node message



































































where P (dc = s) is the probability that an edge belongs to a degree s check node.






























































The probability density of a variable node message can be calculated by modifying
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where P (dv = j) is the probability that an edge belongs to a degree j variable node.
The recursive erasure probability of a variable node, e(k) is exactly the same as the
erasure probability derived by Luby, et al. in [27]. There is a threshold e
(0)
max(λ, ρ)
that is the largest real value in (0, 1] satisfying e
(0)
max(λ, ρ)λ(1 − ρ(1 − e)) < e for
any e ∈ (0, e(0)max(λ, ρ)]. The threshold does not depend on the SNR but on the code
structure specified by a degree distribution pair, (λ(x), ρ(x)). Thus, as long as the
erasure probability (e(0)) is less than the threshold (e
(0)
max(λ, ρ)), we can make the
probability of an erased symbol as small as possible with the sum-product algorithm.
If we increase the SNR of the transmitted signal to infinity, which becomes a pure








The continuous part of the probability density, g(k)(v), can be calculated with
proper conditioning on λj, and the probability density of a variable node message can
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be factorized into three parts as we did in (3.6),





















































































which becomes a recursive equation of the updated mean, m
(k)
u . Because we model
the message densities as Gaussians, the bit error probability can be computed as a



























































































































In the error probability, the first term is half of the unrecovered erasure probability at
the kth iteration, the second term is the error probability due to the erased symbols,
and the last term comes from the unerased symbols.
3.4 Steady-State Recursive Equation
In this section, we provide a simplified steady-state equation which gives us a graphical
interpretation of the convergence of LDPC codes. As long as e(0) is less than the
threshold e
(0)































which is a steady-state equation. For the steady-state recursive equation to grow up






e(0)hj(0, r) + (1− e(0))hj(mu0 , r)
}






,∀ r ∈ (0, φ (mu0))
(3.16)
where h(s, r) =
dl∑
j=2











as defined in Section 2.4. The inequality is the same as (2.12), if e(0) = 0,
which corresponds to a AWGN channel. From (3.16), we can notice that the variable
node degree distribution λj must be optimized to minimize mu0 , while satisfying the
inequality for a given erasure probability e(0) < e
(0)
max(λ, ρ), which becomes a simple
linear optimization. The details of the design process will be discussed in Section 3.6.
We explain the steady-state equation with a graphical interpretation by evaluating
a 1/2 rate irregular code in [6] whose degree distributions are
λ(x) = 0.23403x+ 0.21242x2 + 0.14690x5+
0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19, and
ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
(3.17)
In Fig. 3.3, the dotted and the long-dashed gray lines represent hi(s, r) − r and
hi(0, r) − r for i = 2, . . . , 20 from the top to the bottom, respectively. By averaging
hi(s, r)−r and hi(0, r)−r with λj, we can compute h(s, r)−r and h(0, r)−r denoted
by the black dotted and the long-dashed lines, respectively. Finally, H(s, e(0), r)−r is
calculated by averaging h(s, r)−r and h(0, r)−r by (1−e(0)) and e(0), respectively. To
satisfy the inequality in (3.16), H(s, e(0), r)− r must be less than zero, ∀ r ∈ (0, φ(s)].
Therefore, over the mixed channel, the thresholdmMu0(e
(0)) is the minimum ofmu0 such
that for a given erasure probability e(0) < e
(0)
max(λ, ρ), if s ≥ mu0 , thenH(s, e(0), r)−r <
0, ∀ r ∈ (0, φ(s)]. Over an AWGN channel, the threshold, mGu0 is the minimum of mu0
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such that if s ≥ mu0 then H(s, 0, r)− r = h(s, r)− r < 0,∀ r ∈ (0, φ(s)], which is the
same as definition 2 in Section 2.4. Fig. 3.4 shows a magnification of H(s, e(0), r)− r
when e(0) = 0.38 and s = 0.6320891. From the curve, we can see that H(s, e(0), r)− r
barely avoids touching zero. If it does reach zero, the point of intersection becomes a
fixed point of the recursive equation.
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Figure 3.3: {hi(s, r)− r} for i = 2, . . . , 20 (top to bottom) , and {h(s, r)− r} for
s = 0 and 6.320891.
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Figure 3.4: A magnified view of H(s, e(0), r)− r when s = 6.320891 and e(0) = 0.38.
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3.5 Performance Prediction
In this section we verify our analysis and the channel model by comparing theoreti-
cal Eb/N0 thresholds of regular and irregular LDPC codes with simulation results of
actual LDPC codes. We also investigate some practical issues concerning small maxi-
mum number of iterations of the message-passing decoders, types of erasure patterns
and short block lengths.
In magnetic storage, a code block length of 4096 and coding rates of 4/5, 8/9
and 16/17 are common. In Fig. 3.5 we compare simulation results of corresponding
regular LDPC codes for a bit-error rate (BER) of 10−4 with the thresholds predicted
by Gaussian Approximation (GA). In the simulation, we limit the maximum number
of iterations of the message-passing decoder to 25. The computed theoretical thresh-
olds fairly predict asymptotic performances of the LDPC codes, which confirms our
analysis of regular LDPC codes over the mixed channel.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of Eb/N0 variations of regular LDPC codes with erasures at
the coding rates of 4/5, 8/9, and 16/17 which are made of 3 (λ3 = 1) nonzero terms
in each column and 15 (ρ15 = 1), 27 (ρ27 = 1), and 51 (ρ51 = 1) nonzero terms in
each row of the parity check matrices, respectively; dots represent simulation results
for a code length of 4096 and a bit-error rate of 10−4, and lines are corresponding
thresholds predicted with GA.
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Although regular LDPC codes may be a more practical choice, irregular LDPC
codes give us more freedom in searching for capacity-approaching LDPC codes. In
Fig. 3.6 we evaluate BER performances of an irregular LDPC code. The code is of
length 131072 and is implemented with the degree distribution pair in (3.17). The
analysis with GA fairly predicts the thresholds of the LDPC code over the mixed
channel. In Fig. 3.7 we depict thresholds predicted by Gaussian Approxmation (GA)
and Discretized Density Evolution (DDE) [6], which are compared with the required
Eb/N0’s for a BER of 10
−4 shown in Fig. 3.6. To see the effect of the maximum
number of iterations and erasure patterns, we did the same simulation with two
different values for the maximum number of iterations (25 and 200) and types of
erasure patterns (random and block erasures). The thresholds predicted by GA and
DDE have a 0.2dB discrepancy, which was observed for the AWGN channel in [8].
In Fig. 3.8 we depict a magnified view of the gaps between the thresholds and the
capacity of the mixed channel, CBPSK(1− e(0)). The threshold from DDE is less than
0.2 dB from the capacity as long as the erasure probability is less than 0.2. Thus,
good (capacity-approaching) LDPC codes over AWGN channels are still good over
the mixed channels up to a moderate erasure probability. However, at a high erasure
probability there is a more distinct gap from the capacity. We can design an LDPC
code optimized for a high erasure probability or for a small average gap from the
capacity over several erasure probabilities. Although the optimized LDPC code has
better thresholds at high erasure probabilities than those of an LDPC code for an
AWGN channel, the LDPC code will suffer some loss in performance at low erasure
probabilities.
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 also show the effects of the maximum iterations and the types
of erasure patterns (random and block erasures). In both erasure cases, we erase a
fixed number of symbols. In the random erasure case, the positions of erased symbols
are chosen randomly. In the block erasure case, we randomly choose the beginning
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of an erasure block from which we erase consecutive symbols. The block and random
erasure cases (unfilled circles and triangles) show almost the same performance with
a large number of iterations (200 iterations). We see performance degradation (filled
circles and triangles) in both cases due to a smaller number of iterations (25 itera-
tions). However, the degradation is more severe in the block erasure case. In Fig. 3.8
the additional Eb/N0’s (the additional gaps form the capacity) in the random erasure
case do not depend on the erasure probabilities. That is, at each erasure probability,
the additional Eb/N0 is almost the same. In the block erasure case, more additional
Eb/N0 is required for a higher erasure probability. Because block erasures can be effi-
ciently converted to random erasures with a proper interleaver, the results in Section
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are still useful in the block erasure case.
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Analysis    (GA)
Capacity
Figure 3.6: Bit error rates of an irregular LDPC code having a code block length
of 131702 bits, a coding rate of 1/2, maximum iterations of 200 and edge degree
distributions, λ(x) = 0.23403x+0.21242x2+0.14690x5+0.10284x6+0.30381x19 and
ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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Figure 3.7: Eb/N0 variations regarding erasure probabilities; filled and unfilled circles
and triangles represent the results of an irregular LDPC code having code block
length of 131702 bits, a coding rate of 1/2, and maximum iterations of 25 and 200,
respectively. Edge degree distributions are λ(x) = 0.23403x+0.21242x2+0.14690x5+
0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19 and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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Figure 3.8: Eb/N0 gaps from the capacity;filled and unfilled circles and triangles rep-
resent the results of an irregular LDPC code having code block length of 131702 bits,
a coding rate of 1/2, and maximum iterations of 25 and 200, respectively. Edge degree
distributions are λ(x) = 0.23403x+ 0.21242x2 + 0.14690x5 + 0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19
and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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We evaluate Eb/N0 performances of the LDPC code used in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 with
several different block lengths (131072, 16384 and 4096), erasure patterns (random
and block erasures), and maximum iterations. In Fig. 3.9 we depict the required
Eb/N0’s for a BER of 10
−4 with a fixed maximum number of iterations, 200. At each
erasure probability, the block and random erasure patterns have the same perfor-
mances. Fig. 3.10 shows the variations of required Eb/N0’s with different maximum
iterations at an erasure probability of 0.1. The results show that the performance vari-
ation decreases as the number of maximum iterations increases. Block and random
erasure patterns have the same required Eb/N0 as the maximum number of iterations
becomes large enough (200 in our simulations). Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 have a similar
trend to Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Thus, either a large number of iterations or a proper
interleaver can remove the performance variations due to the erasure patterns. Yang
and Ryan [46] designed LDPC codes based on our results and showed that better
designed LDPC codes can also efficiently avoid the performance variation between
random and block erasure patterns.
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Figure 3.9: Eb/N0 variations of LDPC codes for a bit-error rate of 10
−4 with the
erasure probabilities between 0 and 0.4 by a 0.1 step, a maximum number of iterations
of 200, and the random and block erasure patterns.
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Figure 3.10: Eb/N0 variations of LDPC codes for a bit-error rate of 10
−4 with differ-
ent maximum iterations (25, 50, 100, 150, and 200), erasure probability of 0.1, and
random and block erasure patterns.
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3.6 Design Of An LDPC code For The Mixed
Channel
In this section, we discuss code optimization with respect to left and right degree






wj {E(λ(x), ρ(x), ej)−K(ej, r)}, (3.18)








where E(·) is the Eb/N0 threshold computed with GA given the degree distribution
pair (λ(x), ρ(x)), K(·) is Eb/N0 of the capacity for a coding rate of r, ej’s are the
erasure probabilities at which E(·) and K(·) are evaluated, and wj’s are positive real
weighting factors.
For an LDPC code on an AWGN channel, the weight factors become w0 = 1 and
wj = 0 for all j 6= 0, and e0 = 0. The optimization on the left degree distribution can
be done through a linear optimization as described in Section 3.4 for a given right
edge degree distribution that is jointly optimized through the differential evolution
technique in [36]. It is also possible to design an LDPC code with the differential evo-
lution technique on the left and right degree distributions with the recursive equation
(3.14). We state the latter design procedure as
1. [Initialization] Set 0 < minEb/N0 < maxEb/N0, 1 ¿ Nmax, 0 < minPe ¿ 1,
0 < min δPe ¿ 1, and n = 0
2. n = n+ 1
3. [Differential Evolution] Get a trial vector composed of a pair of distributions
(λn(x), ρn(x)) from the differential evolution whose coding rate is fixed
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4. [Compute Thresholds] Compute the threshold, E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) at each ej
a) Set 1¿ Kmax, 0 < δE ¿ 1 , Emax = maxEb/N0, and Emin = minEb/N0
b) k = 0, and P
(0)




c) E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) = (Emax + Emin)/2
d) If (Emax − Emin) < δE go to 5
e) k = k + 1




u in (3.13) and store m
(k)
u for computing m
(k+1)














e < minPe then Emax = E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) and go to b)
j) If Kmax < k or δP
(k)
e < min δPe then Emin = E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) and go to
b)
k) Go to e)
5. [Compute Metric] Compute the metric in (3.18) with E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej)’s for
0 ≤ j ≤ L and return the metric to the differential evolution routine that
updates the best metric and the degree distribution pair
6. If n < Nmax then go to 2
7. [Termination] Get the best degree distribution, (λ∗(x), ρ∗(x)) from the differ-
ential evolution routine and stop.
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The design procedure is a combination of the differential evolution and the binary
search algorithm. In the design procedure, we search for the best degree distribution
pair (λ∗(x), ρ∗(x)) that minimizes the metric defined in (3.18). The equality in each
step is an assignment operator instead of a boolean operator. That is, the left variable
will be the same as the right variable. In step 1 we define the initial values, where
maxEb/N0 and minEb/N0 are the upper and lower limits of the Eb/N0 threshold at
each erasure probability (ej), Nmax is the maximum number of iterations of this design
procedure, and minPe and minδPe are the minimum bit-error probability and the
minimum bit-error probability decrease, respectively, which are explained in step 4.
In step 3 the differential evolution routine returns a randomly generated edge degree
distribution pair, (λn(x), ρn(x)). In step 4 the threshold at each erasure probability
(ej) is evaluated with the binary search algorithm. In the binary search the threshold
of an LDPC code is presumed to be between Emax and Emin. In a), Emax and Emin are
set to maxEb/N0 and minEb/N0, respectively. E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) will be always the
middle of Emax and Emin. In d), if the difference between Emax and Emin is less than
δE ¿ 1, which means the threshold is within δE/2 from the true threshold, the binary
search terminates. From e) to h), the bit error-probability at the kth iteration, P
(k)
e ,
and the decrease of the bit-error probability, δP
(k)
e , are evaluated. In i), if the bit-error
probability is less than minPe that is regarded as zero probability, the threshold is less
than or equal to the current threshold. Thus, Emax = E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej) and a search
for the thresholds between Emax and Emin is performed again. In j), if Kmax < k (too
many iterations) or δPe < min δPe, which means the iterative bit-error probability
falls into a fixed point, the threshold must be larger than the current threshold,
E (λn(x), ρn(x), ej). In step 5 with the thresholds found through the binary search,
the metric defined in (3.18) is passed to the differential evolution routine that makes
a new random vector in step 3. The steps from 3 to 5 will be iterated Nmax times,
and we get the best results (λ∗(x), ρ∗(x)).
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One can design a code that has been optimized for a specific erasure probability.
We are more interested in a single code that is optimized across a range of erasure
probabilities. Again, this is common in recording when the code is designed to handle
a maximum number of erasures. We consider an LDPC code which has a coding rate
of 1/2 and is optimized with uniform weighting factors. The metric in (3.18) is
evaluated at every erasure probability between 0 and 0.35 with a 0.05 step. In Fig.
3.11 we compare between a well-designed LDPC code with GA for an AWGN channel
in [8] and an LDPC code designed for the mixed channel, where the thresholds are
computed with GA and DDE. The edge degree distribution pairs of the LDPC code
in [8] and the designed one are listed in Table 3.1. The designed LDPC code shows
better thresholds if the erasure probability is greater than 0.1 in both the GA and
DDE cases. The thresholds from DDE with erasure probability less than 0.1 are
poorer than the LDPC code designed for the AWGN channel, which can be either
mitigated or avoided with proper weighting factors.
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Figure 3.11: Eb/N0 gap from the capacity; LDPC code designed for AWGN channel
having a degree distribution of λ(x) = 0.30780x+ 0.27287x2 + 0.41933x6 and ρ(x) =
0.4x5 + 0.6x6 and LDPC code designed over the mixed channel having degree distri-
bution λ(x) = 0.33175x+ 0.24120x2 + 0.42705x6 and ρ(x) = 0.45290x5 + 0.54710x6.
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Table 3.1: Edge degree distribution pairs of an LDPC code designed for an AWGN









The Gaussian approximation is extended to include the mixture of white Gaussian
noise with erasures, and the analytic results not only provide a way to predict asymp-
totic performance of LDPC codes but also help us design good LDPC codes over the
mixed channel. The analysis tells us that the variation of the erasure probability dur-
ing iterations does not depend on the received signal power but only on the structure
of LDPC codes, which can be defined with edge degree distributions. Thus, as long as
the erasure probability is less than a threshold of an LDPC code over BECs, we can
assume that the erasure probability monotonically decreases to zero, which gives us a
simple recursive equation describing message densities, called a steady-state equation.
This simplified equation leads us to a design rule of good LDPC codes over the mixed
channel and a graphical interpretation of the convergence of LDPC codes over the
mixed channel.
To show the validity of the analytic results and the channel model, we simulated
an LDPC code having a code block length of 131072 and a coding rate of 1/2. We
also computed the Eb/N0 thresholds of the LDPC code using the analytic results.
The comparison between the simulation results and the thresholds showed that the
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prediction from the theoretical results was accurate enough.
We have found that well-designed LDPC codes for AWGN channels are still good
over the mixed channel. In the simulation, we had less than 0.1 dB Eb/N0 loss up
to an erasure probability of 0.2. We also investigated the performance variations
due to types of erasure patterns with different block lengths, values for maximum
iterations. The simulation results allowed us to conclude that to mitigate the perfor-
mance variations, we need a large number of iterations or a proper interleaver before
the decoder.
Although good LDPC codes are also good over the mixed channel, we can, in the
average sense, improve LDPC codes over several erasure probabilities. We optimized
an LDPC code for the mixed channel with a design rule from the analytic results
to achieve a better average metric. The designed code shows better thresholds at
erasure probabilities larger than 0.1 by 0.1dB in GA and DDE. From a practical
point of view, we believe our work would be helpful to predict thresholds of LDPC
codes over the mixed channel, especially for magnetic and optical storage applications.
From a theoretical point of view, it also paves the way for a new study of LDPC codes






On time varying channels, a common error control strategy is to adapt the coding rate
according to available channel state information (CSI). An effective way to realize
this coding strategy is to use a single code and puncture it in a rate-compatible
fashion, a so-called rate-compatible punctured code (RCPC) [31, 4, 21]. In such an
approach, the transmitter systematically punctures parity bits in a coded block, and
the locations of punctured symbols are known to the receiver/receivers. Because the
decoder for the lowest coding rate (the base code) is compatible with the other higher
coding rates, RCPC needs no additional complexity for the coding rate adaptability.
Moreover, RCPC permits one to transmit redundancies progressively in conjunction
with automatic repeat request (ARQ) [31, 28].
In this paper we apply this idea to low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, namely
one would like to have a single LDPC code which, when punctured in a rate-compatible
way, remains good across a range of punctured rates. We present a way to puncture
LDPC codes which does not disturb the optimality of the base code, and where the
resulting punctured codes maintain threshold optimality across a range of rates. We
focus mainly on asymptotic thresholds of the punctured LDPC codes instead of prac-
tical issues such as code performance with a short block length, number of iterations
to achieve a saturated performance and finite precision effects due to quantization.




Figure 4.1: A bipartite graph of (3, 6) regular code.
graphically represented by a bipartite graph [41] depicted in Fig. 4.1. On the graph,
each column and row of the sparse parity-check matrix are denoted as a variable node
and a check node and represent a received symbol and a parity check, respectively.
While the parity-check matrix and bipartite graph specify an instance of an LDPC
code, an ensemble of LDPC codes can be described with a degree distribution pair






i−1) is a polynomial whose
coefficients are nonnegative real numbers, the sum of the coefficients is equal to 1, and
λi (ρi) is the fraction of edges belonging to variable (check) nodes with i edges (or a
degree of i), and dl (dr) is the maximum variable (check) node degree. Thus, we can
have many different parity-check matrices which comply with a degree distribution
pair, and either a parity-check matrix or bipartite graph is a realization of a degree
distribution pair. The coding rate of LDPC codes specified by a degree distribution
pair, (λ(x), ρ(x)) is computed as (see [37])















The degree distribution from an edge perspective can be converted to a node per-



























j) is the fraction of variable (check) nodes having j edges.
Richardson and Urbanke introduced the density evolution technique in [38] for
evaluating thresholds of LDPC codes as block lengths approach infinity. The density
evolution technique tells us a lower bound of a required SNR for error-free decoding
averaged over all possible LDPC codes specified by a degree distribution pair.
For the puncturing problem, we shall set up the problem as follows. Variable
nodes of a bipartite graph can be grouped in accordance with their edge degrees.
Thus, all coded symbols have the same edge degree in a group denoted Gj for 2 ≤
j ≤ dl . We shall randomly puncture a proportion π(0)j of the symbols in Gj, where
π
(0)
j is determined with an optimization. We define p
(0) to be the total puncturing
fraction, namely p(0) = (the number of punctured variable nodes)/(the number of





, where π(0)(x) = π
(0)
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where nj = |Gj| and n =
∑dl
j=2 |Gj|. The coding rate of punctured LDPC codes spec-
ified by a three-tuple distribution (λ(x), ρ(x), π(0)(x)) is r(λ, ρ, π(0)) = r(λ, ρ)/(1 −
p(0)). An ensemble of LDPC codes over an AWGN channel and the mixed channel





, respectively, where O(x) =
∑dl




e(0) is a uniform puncturing/erasure probability.
The proposed puncturing scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.2, and the probability
density of the received symbol (rj) corresponding to a coded symbol (cj) is shown
in Fig. 4.3, where a proportion π
(0)
j of the symbols in Gj are punctured. Our goal
is to design puncturing proportions π
(0)
j ’s for all j which optimize (minimize) the
SNR threshold for a given puncturing fraction p(0). An equivalent optimization, and
the one implemented to find π
(0)
j ’s, is to fix the SNR threshold and maximize the
puncturing fraction threshold p(0).
The basic idea is as follows: assume that a base (unpunctured) code has been
designed for rate R. Since the punctured version of that code has rate R′ > R,
its SNR threshold is higher. So rather than fix the puncturing fraction, we fix the
target SNR threshold of the punctured code and optimize (maximize) the puncturing
fraction p(0) and puncturing proportions π
(0)
j ’s for all j for that threshold. As we shall
see shortly, the result is a sequence of punctured codes that have thresholds close to
those of a set of codes optimally designed for each rate.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the puncturing scheme, c is a codeword, cj ∈ {−1,+1}
is a coded symbol in Gj, r is a received signal vector, rj is the received signal corre-
sponding to cj, nj ∼ N (0, σ2n), ej ∈ {0, 1}, and P (ej = 1) = 1− P (ej = 0).
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Figure 4.3: Probability density of the received symbol corresponding to cj, cj ∈
{−1,+1} is a coded symbol in Gj, π(0)j is a puncturing proportion, rj is a received
symbol, and σn is the standard deviation of white Gaussian noise.
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For the variable nodes in Gj, the probability density of the log-likelihood ratio










= g(0)(vj) + π
(0)
j ∆0(vj)
where vj = loge[p(rj|cj = +1)/p(rj|cj = −1)], mu0 = E[vj|vj 6= 0] = E[2rj/σ2n|rj 6=
0], σ2V = Var(vj|vj 6= 0) = 2mu0 , π(0)j is the random puncturing proportion of coded
symbols in Gj, and ∆x(vj) = δ (vj − x) is a shifted delta function.
The remainder of this paper is organized into four sections. In Section 4.1, we
introduce the channel model we consider and define terminologies for the sequel sec-
tions. In Section 4.2, we analyze the thresholds of punctured LDPC codes with
Gaussian Approximation (GA) in [8]. The analytic results are useful to understand
the convergence of the punctured LDPC codes and can be further simplified with a
proper assumption. The simplified recursive equation, called a steady-state equation,
tells us how the punctured LDPC codes perform and how to design the punctur-
ing distributions. Thus, the analysis gives us not only a prediction method of the
thresholds of the punctured LDPC codes but also a design rule of optimal punctur-
ing distributions. In Section 4.3, we design puncturing distributions for two LDPC
codes which are designed in [37] and [6]. We also implement the LDPC codes with a
code block length of 131072 and apply the designed puncturing distributions to the
implemented LDPC codes. Through the simulation, we confirm consistency between
the asymptotic and implemented performance. Finally, in Section 4.4, we summarize
our work.
4.2 Puncturing Analysis with Gaussian Approx-
imation
The message flows between a check and a variable nodes are depicted in Fig. 4.4(a)
and 4.4(b) where the square and the circle symbols represent check and variable nodes
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respectively. Assuming the decoder knows the positions of the punctured symbols, the
decoder will insert a zero LLR into the message node in place of the channel outputs
to initialize the decoder. The function, g(k)(v) ((1 − ε(k))h(k)(u)) is the continuous
part of the probability density of a variable (check) node message. The term, e(k)
(ε(k)) is the probability for a variable (check) node LLR message to be equal to zero,




j ) is the
message of a variable (check) node emitting through the jth edge, respectively (we
will drop the edge index j without loss of generality hereafter). In the sum-product
decoding algorithm, if at least one of variable nodes connected to a check node is








































= P (u(k) = 0|dc = s) is the probability that a check node having s edges
sends zero LLR message to a variable node connected to the check node.
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Figure 4.4: Message flows between a check and a variable nodes. (a) LLR message of
a check node at the kth iteration. (b) LLR message of a variable node at the (k+1)th
iteration.
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If none of variable nodes connected to a check node are punctured, the proba-
bilistic characteristics of the check message can be approximated as Gaussian that is
denoted as h(k)(u) in Fig. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). The Gaussian density of LLR message
is determined by one variable, the updated mean value m
(k)
u at the kth iteration. The












































u|dc=s is the conditional updated mean given the number of edges of a check
node is s.













































To make (4.3) a recursive equation of m
(k)
u , we need an expression for the prob-
ability density of a variable node message in terms of m
(k−1)
u . In the log-probability
domain, the variable node message is determined by the linear sum of dv− 1 incident
check node messages as shown in Fig. 4.4. Thus, the probability that the message of
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j is the conditional probability that all incident check node message are zeroes














The residual puncturing proportion (π
(k)
j ) and fraction (p
(k)) at the kth iteration
















Thus, the puncturing fraction p(0) in (4.2) is p(k) at k = 0 with ε(−1) = 1.
The probability density of a variable node message can be factored into three
terms as shown in (4.6) The first term gives the probability in (4.4), the second term
is made up of the incident check node messages given the variable node is punctured
and the last term is the combination of the check node messages with the unpunctured
received message. The last two terms comprise the continuous part, used in (4.3).

































































and nCm is the binomial coefficient. The continuous part of a variable node

















































4x dv = 1− φ(x). The updated
mean becomes a recursive equation in (4.7).
Because we model the message densities as Gaussian, the bit error probability can






































































































































2. In the error probability, the first
term describes the half of the unrecovered punctured fraction at the kth iteration,
the second term is the error probability due to the punctured symbols and the last
term comes from the unpunctured coded symbols.
We may puncture only the parity part of a codeword. Thus, it is enough to re-
cover the coded symbols in the unpunctured part, which is the last term (P
(k)
e3 ) in
(4.8). However, the following proposition tells that the first two terms also become
zero when the last term does.
Proposition 1 If the unpunctured symbols converge to the correct coded symbols, the
punctured symbols also converge to their coded symbols. Simply stated, P
(k)




Proof: Assume that the unpunctured symbols converge to the correct coded




























































u → ∞ and ε(k−1) → 0, respectively. The recovered punctured symbols




















u → ∞. The fraction of the unrecovered punctured symbols (P (k)e3 ) also tends
to zero due to ε(k−1) → 0 as k →∞.
The evolution of the puncturing fraction in (4.5) indicates that the residual punc-
turing fraction during iterations does not depend on SNR but only on a degree






The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for the residual puncturing
fraction to converge to zero.
Proposition 2 If e(k) → 0 (equivalently p(k),→ 0) as k → ∞ for a puncturing
distribution π(0)(x), then e(k) → 0 for any puncturing distribution ω(0)(x) such that
ω
(0)
j ≤ π(0)j .















j λj ≤ π(0)j λj.








































The relation between (a) and (b) holds because 0 < e(k)(ω) ≤ e(k)(π). The inequality
between (b) and (c) holds due to ω
(0)
j ≤ π(0)j .
The proposition tells that even if a puncturing distribution has a smaller punc-
turing fraction, this does not guarantee the convergence of the residual puncturing
fraction to zero. Next, we will show a simple example.
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Figure 4.5: e(k) with two puncturing distributions, π(0)(x) = 0.57164x+ 0.38346x2 +
0.75360x5+0.02071x6+0.44034x19 (denoted as π and p(0)(π) = 0.49336) and ω(0)(x) =
0.46000x+0.38346x2+0.75360x5+0.02071x6+0.65000x19 (denoted as ω and p(0)(ω) =
0.45257) for a degree distribution pair λ(x) = 0.23403x + 0.21242x2 + 0.14690x5 +
0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19 and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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Example 1 For a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.23403x+0.21242x2+0.14690x5+
0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19, and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8, puncturing fractions
p(0)(π) = 0.49336 and p(0)(ω) = 0.45257 can be made of puncturing distributions
π(0)(x) = 0.57164x + 0.38346x2 + 0.75360x5 + 0.02071x6 + 0.44034x19 and ω(0)(x) =
0.46000x + 0.38346x2 + 0.75360x5 + 0.02071x6 + 0.65000x19, respectively. Although
p(0)(ω) < p(0)(π), e(k)(π)→ 0 but ∃ ε > 0 such that e(k)(π) > ε, ∀k > 0. See Fig. 4.5.
If e(k) (ε(k)) converges to zero, we can approximate jχi as δji, which simplifies the




























We call this simplified equation a steady-state equation.
For error-free decoding (P
(k)
e → 0 in (4.8)), the recursive equation must grow to













λπj hj (0, r) + λ
(1−π)
j hj (mu0 , r)





= H (mu0 , λ
π(x), r) ,∀r ∈ (0, φ (mu0)],
(4.10)





jhj(s, r) = Eλqj [hj(s, r)],
q is either π or 1− π and H (s, λπ(x), r) = h (0, λπ(x), r) + h (s, λ1−π(x), r).
The inequality in (4.10) give us an insight into a design rule for good puncturing
distributions. We explain the steady-state equation with a graphical interpretation
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by evaluating a 1/2 rate irregular code whose degree distribution pair is
λ(x) = 0.25105x+ 0.30938x2 + 0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9,
and
ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7,
which was designed using the density evolution technique in [37].
In Fig. 4.6, the solid and the long-dashed lines represent {hj(s, r) − r} and
{hj(0, r) − r} for j = 2, . . . , 10 from the top to the bottom and s = 2.76700, re-




j , we can compute
h(s, λ(1−π)(x), r) and h(s, λπ(x), r), respectively. Finally, H(s, λπ(x), r) is calculated
by summing h(s, λ(1−π)(x), r) and h(s, λπ(x), r). To satisfy the inequality in (4.10),
{H(s, λπ(x), r)− r} must be less than zero when 0 < r ≤ φ(s). In summing hj(s, r)
and hj(0, r), we have freedom to weight hj(s, r) and hj(0, r) by optimizing a punctur-
ing proportion, π
(0)





minimize mu0 for a given p
(0). In Fig. 4.7, we can see that {H(s, λπ(x), r)− r} barely
averts touching zero, which is a fixed point of the recursive equation (in this example,
min |H(s, λπ(x), r)− r| = 10−4). The smaller gap between {H(s, λπ(x), r) − r} and
the r axis makes a decoder iterate more for achieving error-free decoding, although
the SNR threshold may be able to decrease.
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Figure 4.7: {H(s, λπ(x), r)− r} and min |H(s, λπ(x), r)− r| = 10−4 for s = 2.76700
and p(0) = 0.25.
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j (hj (0, r)− hj (mu0 , r))
︸ ︷︷ ︸










where the inequality becomes a linear combination of π
(0)
j ’s. Thus, we can design a
puncturing distribution for a given degree distribution pair with linear programming,
which is formulated in Fig. 4.10.
To use the design rule, the designed puncturing distribution must satisfy the
required condition for the steady-state equation, e(k) → 0 as k → ∞. If we design
π(0)(x) with the design rule in Fig. 4.10, we can say that e(k) → 0 as k → ∞ in
most practical cases. We shall prove the claim in a heuristic way by showing that a
























j hj (0, r) + λj(1− π(0)j )hj (mu0 , r)
}
< r,
where ej(r) = (1 −
∑
i ρi(1 − r)i−1)j−1. A sufficient condition for the inequality is












j hj (0, r) + λj(1− π(0)j )hj (mu0 , r)
}
,
where 0 ≤ hj (mu0 , r) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ π(0)j ≤ 1. In most practical cases, right degree
distributions for AWGN channels have the form ρ(x) = ρxdr−2+(1− ρ)xdr−1 [7], and

























because (1 − r)dr−2 − (1 − r)dr−1 = r(1 − r)dl−2 ¿ 1 and φ−1(·) can be linearized
between 1− (1− r)dr−2 and 1− (1− r)dr−1. Thus, we can approximate hj(0, r) as


































If xn = φ (φ−1(xn)) ≤ φ (nφ−1(x)) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and n ≥ 1, we can say that
ej(r) ≤ hj(0, r) ≤ hj(0, r) + hj(m, r). In the following theorem we show that the
inequality, φ (φ−1(xn)) ≤ φ (nφ−1(x)) holds true by using the convexity of φ(x).
Theorem 1 xn = φ (φ−1(xn)) ≤ φ (nφ−1(x)) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and n ≥ 1.
Proof: We will prove this theorem by induction. The equality holds at x = 1
and 0 for any n ≥ 1 because φ−1(1) = 0, φ(0) = 1, φ−1(0) = ∞ and φ(∞) = 0. For
n = 1, x = φ (φ−1(x)). Suppose xn ≤ φ (nφ−1(x)) for n > 1, then xn+1 = x · xn ≤





z − y ,
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for 0 ≤ w < x ≤ y < z ≤ 1. By replacing w, x, y, and z with 0, φ−1(x), nφ−1(x),











φ ((n+ 1)φ−1(x))− φ (nφ−1(x))
φ−1(x)





φ ((n+ 1)φ−1(x)) /φ (nφ−1(x))− 1
φ−1(x)
(c)
where x ∈ [0, 1), φ(0) = 1 in (a), and 0 < φ(a) ≤ 1 for any a ≥ 0 in (b). The relation
between (a) and (c) gives us





for any n ≥ 1 and x ∈ [0, 1].
In Fig. 4.8, we depict φ (nφ−1(x)) − xn, which is always non-negative. We also
compare hj(0, r) (dashed lines) with ej(r) (solid lines) for a degree distribution pair
λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6+0.36324x7
in Fig. 4.9 where e2(r) and h2(0, r) are completely overlapped and ej(r) ≤ hj(0, r)
for j > 2.
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x














Figure 4.8: φ(nφ−1(x))−xn for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 from left to right.
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Figure 4.9: hj(0, r) (dashed lines) and ej(r) (solid lines) for a degree distribution pair,
λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6+0.36324x7
(j = 2, 3, 4, and 10 from left to right).
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4.3 Design of Puncturing Distributions for Base
R = 1/2 Code
In this section, we design puncturing distributions with two good edge degree distri-
bution pairs in [37] and [6] for 1/2-rate codes that have the maximum variable degrees
of 10 and 20, respectively. The design goal is to maximize the puncturing fraction,
p(0) for a given Eb/N0.
We optimize puncturing fractions, p(0) from 0.05 to 0.45 in increments of 0.05 to
achieve the coding rate, r, from 0.5263 to 0.9091 with the degree distribution pair in
[37],
λ(x) = 0.25105x+ 0.30938x2 + 0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9,
and



























































































































































































































































































































































In Fig. 4.11, we depict the puncturing proportions, π
(0)
j ’s, all but one of which
have smooth changes with respect to the rate changes, indicating that the codes can
be punctured in a rate-compatible fashion. The abrupt changes of π
(0)
4 result from the
small magnitude of λ4, which means the puncturing of coded symbols in G4 does not
have much influence on the overall performance. The puncturing proportions obtained
from linear programming are listed in Table 4.1. To verify the analytic results and the
linear programming algorithm, we also designed the puncturing distributions with the
Discretized Density Evolution (DDE) [6] technique and Differential Evolution (DE)
[36] technique that searches an optimum vector with a combination of a genetic and
a hill climbing algorithms. The results are listed in Table 4.2. The DDE algorithm
models the message-passing decoder more accurately, although the algorithm lacks
analytic insight and needs more computation. We compare the results from linear
programming (denoted as LP) with ones from DE in Fig. 4.11 through 4.15. The
optimizations with DE proceed in three different ways to avoid possible local minima.
In the first trial (denoted as TR1), we search the puncturing distribution over the
U4 space without initial values where U = [0, 1] . In the second and third trials
(denoted as TR2 and TR3), we use the puncturing proportions, π
(0)
j ’s obtained from
LP as initial values that are perturbed with Gaussian and uniform noise, respectively.
The comparisons show that there is no difference between the results from the three
different trials with DE. However, we can see some discrepancies between the results
from LP and DE, although they have the same trends with respect to the coding rates.
The discrepancies are more distinctive at higher degrees, which comes from the fact
that node distribution is inversely proportional to the degree in (4.1), (λ′j = αλj/j and
α > 0). Thus, the lowest degree puncturing proportion, π
(0)
2 is the most important
which has a good match with the results from DE in Fig. 4.12.
To see the code performance of the intentionally and randomly punctured LDPC
codes, we compute the gaps between the asymptotic Eb/N0 performances and the
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capacity of the BPSK signal with respect to the coding rates in Fig. 4.16. The
asymptotic Eb/N0 performances are evaluated using DDE. We can notice that there
is less than 0.1dB difference between the performances of the punctured LDPC code
with the puncturing distributions from LP and DE. Although the performance dif-
ference between the LDPC code with puncturing distributions from LP and DE is
relatively small, we are more interested in the ultimate performance of the punctured
LDPC codes. Thus, we describe the performances of the punctured LDPC codes
with the puncturing distributions from DE. The results show that the base code has
a 0.2dB gap from the capacity and an additional 0.1dB gap permits us to vary the
coding rate up to 0.72. The changes in coding rate up to 0.84 and 0.92 are obtained
at the expenses of 0.2dB and 0.4dB additional gaps, respectively.
To verify the design rule, we implement the LDPC code and evaluate required
Eb/N0’s for a BER of 10
−4 of the intentional and random puncturing schemes. The
implemented code has a code block length of 131072, a coding rate of 0.5 and no
4 cycle loops in the parity check matrix. The simulated Eb/N0’s are evaluated by
watching more than 50 error frames. We measure Eb/N0 gaps of the simulation
results as we did in Fig. 4.16 for the asymptotic Eb/N0 performances of the LDPC
code. The gaps of the simulation results and theoretical predictions are compared
in Fig. 4.17 which shows a consistency between them. We also plot BER curve’s
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.11: Puncturing proportions, π
(0)
j ’s with linear programming for a degree





















2 ’s designed with linear programming and DE over U
4 (TR1) and DE
with initial values from linear programming perturbed by uniform (TR2) and Gaus-
sian (TR3) for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+
0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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3 ’s designed with linear programming and DE over U
4 (TR1) and DE
with initial values from linear programming perturbed by uniform (TR2) and Gaus-
sian (TR3) for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+
0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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4 ’s designed with linear programming and DE over U
4 (TR1) and DE
with initial values from linear programming perturbed by uniform (TR2) and Gaus-
sian (TR3) for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+
0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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Rate

















10 ’s designed with linear programming and DE over U
4 (TR1) and DE
with initial values from linear programming perturbed by uniform (TR2) and Gaus-
sian (TR3) for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x+0.30938x2+0.00104x3+
0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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Figure 4.16: Gaps between asymptotic Eb/N0’s and the capacity of BPSK signal
with respect to the coding rates for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x +
0.30938x2 + 0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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Figure 4.17: Gaps between asymptotic Eb/N0’s and the capacity of BPSK signal
with respect to the coding rates for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.25105x +
0.30938x2 + 0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7.
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Figure 4.18: Bit-error rates of the LDPC code (λ(x) = 0.25105x + 0.30938x2 +
0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7) with the puncturing frac-
tions, p(0) = 0.0000, 0.05324, 0.10520, 0.15505, 0.20462, 0.25430, 0.30412, 035378,
0.40316, and 0.45194 (left to right).
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Figure 4.19: Bit-error rates of the LDPC code (λ(x) = 0.25105x + 0.30938x2 +
0.00104x3 + 0.43853x9 and ρ(x) = 0.63676x6 + 0.36324x7) with the random punc-
turing fractions, p(0) = 0.00000, 0.05000, 0.10000, 0.15000, 0.20000, 0.25000, 0.30000,
0.35000, 0.40000, and 0.45000 (left to right).
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We design another puncturing distribution with a half rate LDPC code in [6]
which has a degree distribution pair,
λ(x) = 0.23403x+ 0.21242x2 + 0.14690x5 + 0.10284x6
+0.30381x19,
and
ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
The puncturing distributions are obtained with linear programming and listed in
Table 4.3. We also design the puncturing distributions with the combination of DE
and DDE techniques. The puncturing probabilities for the symbols in G2 are shown
in Fig. 4.20 where the probabilities from LP and DE have a good match. The
probabilities of the higher degrees have some discrepancies among results from LP
and DE. Although we can have better puncturing distributions with DE, as we have
explained, the improvement through DE is not distinctive. We evaluate the theoretical
and simulated performances of the LDPC code with a code block length of 131072
and the results are depicted in Fig. 4.21. The simulated and theoretical results are
consistent. The theoretical results with the puncturing distributions acquired through
DE show that we can change the coding rate up to 0.86 at the expense of 0.1dB. In
this experiment, the maximum coding rate is 0.95 that requires 0.3dB additional





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 ’s designed with linear programming and DE over U
4 (TR1) and DE
with initial values from linear programming perturbed by uniform (TR2) and Gaus-
sian (TR3) for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.23403x+0.21242x2+0.14690x5+
0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19 and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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Figure 4.21: Gaps between asymptotic Eb/N0’s and the capacity of BPSK signal
with respect to the coding rates for a degree distribution pair, λ(x) = 0.23403x +
0.21242x2 + 0.14690x5 + 0.10284x6 + 0.30381x19 and ρ(x) = 0.71875x7 + 0.28125x8.
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4.4 Conclusions
We investigate good puncturing distributions for Rate-Compatible Punctured-Code
(RCPC) with Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes. The theoretical perfor-
mances of punctured LDPC codes are analyzed with Gaussian Approximation. The
analytic results give us an insight into the convergence of punctured LDPC codes
and enable us to predict the asymptotic performance of the punctured LDPC codes.
From the analysis, we can see that the residual puncturing probabilities during it-





instead of the SNR, which simpli-
fies the recursive expression of the updated mean, m
(k)
u to the steady-state equation.
The steady-state equation is a useful tool to visualize how a puncturing distribution
works with a LDPC code and how we have to design a puncturing distribution to
get a smaller Eb/N0 threshold for a puncturing fraction, p
(0) or a larger puncturing
fraction for a given Eb/N0.
Based on the analysis, we propose a design rule for good puncturing distributions,
and the design rule is stated as a simple linear programming problem. Good punc-
turing distributions can be also designed with a combination of Discretized Density
Evolution (DDE) and Differential Evolution (DE), and DDE models the message-
passing decoders more accurately. However, DDE relies only on the numerical com-
putations and cannot give us analytic insight. We verify the design rule based on
GA by comparing Eb/N0 thresholds of punctured LDPC codes designed with GA and
DDE. The comparison shows there is less than 0.1dB discrepancy between results of
two different design rules. The computational advantage of the proposed design rule
can offset the difference. If more improved results are needed at the expense of the
computational burden, we can use the results from the proposed design rule as initial
values of the DE algorithm to speed up the design process.
We design puncturing distributions for LDPC codes in [6] and [37] which have the
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maximum variable degrees of 10 and 20, respectively and evaluate the performances
of the LDPC codes. The performance of the punctured LDPC code is measured by
the gap between Eb/N0 threshold and the capacity of BPSK with respect to coding
rates. In the experiment with the first LDPC code, The gap of the base code is 0.2dB
and an additional 0.1dB gap permits us to vary the coding rate up to 0.72. The
changes of coding rate up to 0.84 and 0.92 are obtained at the expense of 0.2dB and
0.4dB additional gaps, respectively. In the experiment with the second LDPC code,
the gap of the base code is 0.1dB, and we can change the coding rate up to 0.86 at the
expense of 0.1dB. The maximum coding rate is 0.95 that requires 0.3dB additional
Eb/N0 to the gap of the base code. The LDPC codes are also implemented with code
blocks of 131072, and the performances of the implemented codes are evaluated. We
observe that the theoretical results are good lower bounds of the implemented LDPC
codes.
Through the work done in this paper, we show the existence of good puncturing
distributions for LDPC codes and propose a simple but effective design rule. This
work is focusing mainly on theoretical aspects of the problem but can be further
studied for designing practical rate-compatible punctured LDPC codes.
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CHAPTER V
MORE ISSUES ON PUNCTURED
LOW-DENSITY PARITY-CHECK CODES
5.1 Universality of Punctured Low-Density Parity-
Check Codes in Excess Mutual Information
Perspective
In Chapter 4, we showed that there exist good puncturing distributions for rate-
compatible punctured Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes. The results give us
a question about universality of LDPC codes over a broad range of coding rates. Jones
et al. [24] [23] studied universality of LDPC codes over periodic fading channels.
They claimed LDPC codes are universal in the Excess Mutual Information (EMI)
sense instead of Eb/N0 gap used in Chapter 4. They also claimed that Eb/N0 gap is
not a proper measure because for a given EMI, Eb/N0 gap becomes wider at higher
rates. We depict the Shannon limit of a BPSK signal and a relation between EMI and
Eb/N0, In Fig. 5.1 for the same EMI, Eb/N0 gaps become wider (poorer) at higher
data rates. The larger Eb/N0 gap at higher data rates explains why the punctured
LDPC codes of Chapter 4 have wider Eb/N0 gaps at higher coding rates.
In the case that a code has an Eb/N0 gap of 0.2dB at a coding rate of 0.5, the Eb/N0
gap is equivalent to an EMI of 0.04265 [bits/channel use]. If the code is universal
in the EMI sense over a range of coding rates (EMI is 0.04265 at each coding rate)
by some means (including the puncturing scheme), the Eb/N0 gap grows rapidly as
shown in Fig. 5.2. This means that universality of LDPC codes in the EMI sense
implies more losses of Eb/N0 at higher rates.
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In this section, we investigate universality of punctured LDPC codes in EMI sense
over a broad range of coding rates (from 0.1 to 0.95). We evaluate performances of
punctured LDPC codes with Discretized Density Evolution (DDE) introduced in
Section 2.3 and design puncturing distributions with the combination of Differential
Evolution (DE) and DDE as we did in Section 4.3.
We choose three base LDPC codes designed for coding rates of 0.1 from [25]. The
edge degree distribution pairs and Eb/N0 gaps of the codes are listed in Table 5.1. The
code with a maximum left degree of 25 (called code 1) is chosen as a practical code
because of its relatively small maximum left degree. The other two codes (called code
2 and code 3) are chosen for theoretical interest. Puncturing distributions for the three
codes are designed, which change the coding rates from 0.1 (the base coding rate) up to
0.95. The puncturing distributions are listed in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 for codes 1, 2,
and 3 in Table 5.1, respectively. The designed puncturing distributions are optimized
by DE, which is based on a random search algorithm. Thus, the distributions do not
satisfy the rate-compatibility, π
(0)
j (r1) ≤ π(0)j (r2), where r0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ 1, r0 is a
base coding rate, and r1 and r2 are coding rates of punctured LDPC codes. Although
we can design the puncturing distributions in the rate-compatible fashion with more
elaboration, we are only interested in the theoretical variations of EMIs and Eb/N0
gaps.
We evaluate EMIs and Eb/N0 gaps of the punctured LDPC codes and depict the
results of the code 1, 2 and 3 in Figs. 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. The results show
that the punctured LDPC codes lose the optimality of the base code in the Eb/N0 gap
sense as the coding rate increases. However, the EMIs are invariant over the entire
range of the coding rates. To see a better comparison, we depict the Shannon limit of
a BPSK signal and the results of code 3 together in Fig. 5.6. The comparison gives
us a conclusion that we can design universal LDPC codes over a range of coding rates

















Figure 5.1: EMI versus Eb/N0 gaps on the Shannon limit of BPSK signal.
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Coding Rate













Figure 5.2: Eb/N0 gaps for a uniform EMI (0.0.04265[bits/channel use]) with respect
to coding rates.
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Table 5.1: Edge degree distribution pairs of three rate 0.1 LDPC codes.
Code 1 Code 2 Code 3
i λi ρi λi ρi λi ρi
2 0.41493600 0.35926000 0.34770900
3 0.18349200 0.4 0.16576700 0.15709400
4 0.01300200 0.6 1.0 0.04095120 0.9











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Shannon limit of BPSK signal
Punctured LDPC code
Figure 5.6: Comparison between the Shannon limit of BPSK signal and the EMI of
the punctured LDPC code (code 3 in Table 5.1).
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5.2 Design of High Rate Low-Density Parity-Check
Codes with the Puncturing Scheme
The sum-product algorithm for decoding Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes
converges to the optimal solutions when Tanner graphs of LDPC codes do not have
cycles. Although cycle-free Tanner graphs satisfy the required condition for the opti-
mality of the sum-product algorithm, cycle-free LDPC codes with finite block lengths
(linear codes in general) have poor minimum distance [11]. Thus, we have to care-
fully design cycles in Tanner graphs to achieve better finite-length LDPC codes and
smaller loss of decoding performance due to the cycles.
To the best of our knowledge, it is still an open problem to design cycles in LDPC
codes. One well-known design criterion [33] [22] is to maximize a minimum cycle
length (girth). We simply remove cycles of length 4, which prevents any two columns
of a parity-check matrix from having more than one common non-zero term. That
is, for a set of row indices
θj,k = {i|hi,j = hi,k 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r},
the size of θj,k must be less than 2 (|θj,k| ≤ 1), where 1 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n and hi,k is the
element on the ith row and the kth column of a parity-check matrix (Hr×n). Cycles
of length 4 not only reduce the minimum distance of an LDPC code but also make
a path through which a message from a node comes back to itself in two iterations.
However, in designing high rate LDPC codes, it is difficult to remove cycles of length
4 because the parity-check matrices become dense as coding rates increase. Thus,
high rate LDPC codes suffer from high error-floors that are due to small minimum
distances.
In this section we propose a new way to design high rate LDPC codes with the
puncturing scheme. In Section 5.1, we showed that punctured LDPC codes are uni-
versal in the EMI sense over a broad range of coding rates. Even with the Eb/N0
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gap measure, punctured LDPC codes have relatively small performance degradation.
However, punctured LDPC codes have three advantages over LDPC codes designed
for high rates, which is called hereafter dedicated LDPC codes ; 1) Punctured LDPC
codes have longer block lengths. That is, for a block length n, we puncture an LDPC
code (base code) with a block length of n/(1− p), where 0 ≤ p < r0 is a puncturing
fraction, and r0 is a coding rate of the base code. Thus, we can take advantage of
the longer block length as compared to the corresponding dedicated LDPC code. 2)
We can avoid short cycle loops because we puncture a lower rate LDPC code which
has a sparser parity-check matrix. In consequence of the second advantage, we can
reduce error-floors of high rate LDPC codes. 3) Punctured LDPC codes are more
amendable to type-II hybrid-ARQ protocol, which will be explained shortly.
We design an LDPC code with a coding rate of 0.8 with Gaussian approximation
(GA). We also design another LPDC code for a coding rate of 0.8 by puncturing
the LDPC code in Section 4.2 with the puncturing distributions in Table 4.2. We
need a puncturing fraction (p) of 0.375 to change the coding rate from 0.5 to 0.8 =
0.5/(1− 0.37500). Puncturing proportions (π(0)j ’s) for the puncturing fraction (p) of
0.37500 is computed by linearly interpolating π
(0)
j ’s for p = 0.35378 and 0.40316 in
Table 4.2.
The edge degree distributions of the dedicated LDPC code and the punctured
LDPC code with the puncturing proportions are listed in Table 5.5. The maximum
left degree (10) is chosen to be practical but the maximum right degrees (8 and 20)
are determined by the coding rates (0.5 and 0.8, respectively). The maximum right
degree of the dedicated LDPC code becomes as high as 20, which is much higher
than that of the punctured LDPC code. Due to the high maximum right degree, the
dedicated LDPC code has a denser parity-check matrix which may cause unavoidable
4 cycle loops. The dedicated and punctured LDPC codes are implemented with block
lengths of 2000 and 4000 which are practical block lengths. For the punctured LDPC
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codes, the base codes have block lengths of 32000 (for 2000) and 6400 (for 4000)
which are 1.6(= 1/(1− 0.37500)) times longer than the dedicated codes. We do our
best to remove cycles of length 4 in parity-check matrices. We successfully remove
4 cycle loops in the parity-check matrices of the punctured LPDC codes but are not
able to do so for the dedicated LDPC codes.
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Table 5.5: Edge degree distribution pairs for rate 0.5 and 0.8 LDPC codes.
R = 0.5 R = 0.8
i λi ρi π
(0)
j λi ρi
2 0.25105 0.44088 0.20996
3 0.30938 0.31604 0.22211
4 0.00104 0.03959 0.09455
7 0.63676
8 0.36324
10 0.43853 0.32703 0.47338
20 1.00000
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A codeword of an LDPC code consists of message and parity parts, and we can
arbitrarily allocate a portion of the codeword to the message part and the rest of the
codeword to the parity part. Usually, variable nodes with higher degree are assigned
to the message part because the variable nodes have more incoming messages and
converge faster during iterations [37, 39].
In designing the dedicated codes, we assign higher degree variable nodes to the
message part. However, in a codeword of the punctured LDPC codes, some high
degree variable nodes are already punctured, which must be regarded as parity bits.
Thus, we assign higher degree variable nodes less the punctured bits to the message
part. Bit-error rates (BERs) of each LDPC code are evaluated with two different
measures. The first BER measure counts errors only in the message parts of code-
words and the other counts errors in both message and parity parts. As block length
increases, the BER measures must have the same results, which is proved in Proposi-
tion 1. However, in finite-length LDPC codes, message bits with higher degrees have
better BER performance than those of parity bits.
We evaluate BER performance of the dedicated and puntured LDPC codes and
compare the results in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. In the simulations, we observed 50 error
codewords at each Eb/N0 to get statistically reliable results. From the results, we no-
tice the dedicated codes have better performances at low Eb/N0 regions but have high
error-floors due to short cycles as we expected. On the contrary, the punctured LDPC
codes are poor at low Eb/N0 regions but are better at high Eb/N0 regions. Thus, we
conclude that dedicated codes are suitable for error-tolerant service such as voice and
video communications. For applications requiring low-error rates, punctured LDPC
codes are more favorable due to the lower error-floors.
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Figure 5.7: BER performances of dedicated and punctured LDPC codes with a block
length of 2000, the circle and triangular symbols are BERs of the message part and
the entire dedicated LDPC code, respectively and the square and diamond symbols
are BERs of the message part and the entire punctured LDPC code, respectively.
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Figure 5.8: BER performances of dedicated and punctured LDPC codes with a block
length of 4000, the circle and triangular symbols are BERs of the message part and
the entire dedicated LDPC code, respectively and the square and diamond symbols
are BERs of the message part and the entire punctured LDPC code, respectively.
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For reliable communications, forward error correcting (FEC) with automatic re-
peat request (ARQ) protocol is widely adopted, which are called type-I and -II hybrid-
ARQ protocols [44]. In the type-II hybrid-ARQ protocol, redundancies are progres-
sively transmitted. That is, first, the protocol transmits a high rate codeword. If
the transmitted codeword causes an unrecoverable error, the receiver requests more
redundancies which will be combined with the previous codeword in the receiver and
make a lower rate codeword. Punctured LDPC codes are amenable to the type II
hybrid protocol as explained in Chapter 4. However, we did not investigate properties
of frame-error rates (FER, rates of unrecoverable codewords) and decoder-error rates
(DERs, rates of undetectable error codewords), which are key parameters in the ARQ
protocols.
Here, we evaluate DERs and FERs of the dedicated and punctured LDPC codes
and compare the results in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. In both block lengths of 2000 and
4000, the punctured LDPC codes have much better FER and DER performances.
Especially, at low Eb/N0 regions, we cannot find decoder-error event with the punc-
tured LDPC codes but the dedicated LDPC codes have high DERs. The simulation
results indicate that the punctured LDPC codes have not only lower error floors but
also better DERs and FERs.
Another feature of the type-II hybrid-ARQ protocol is code combining [5, 43] in
which progressively transmitted redundancies are combined with the previous code-
word. As more redundancies are combined, a codeword of a punctured LDPC code
comes closer to that of the base code which is the best in the rate-compatible code
set. Thus, transmission of redundancies promises better coding gain with punctured
LDPC codes as long as base codes are well-designed. However, dedicated LDPC codes
are best only at their coding rates. Progressively transmitted redundancies must be
simply added to the previous codeword, which effectively reduces the designed coding
rate. The rate change deteriorates the performance of dedicated LDPC codes. Thus,
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Figure 5.9: FER and DER performances of the dedicated and punctured LDPC codes
with a block length of 2000, the circle and triangular symbols are FERs and DERs
of the dedicated LDPC code, respectively and the square and diamond symbols are
FERs and DERs of the punctured LDPC code, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: FER and DER performances of the dedicated and punctured LDPC
codes with a block length of 4000, the circle and triangular symbols are FERs and
DERs of the dedicated LDPC code, respectively and the square and diamond symbols
are FERs and DERs of the punctured LDPC code, respectively.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied universality of punctured LDPC codes in the excess mu-
tual information (EMI) sense. Although the Eb/N0 gap may be a more favorable
measure in some applications, the EMI measure is theoretically interesting because
it is independent of coding rate. We evaluate thresholds of three punctured LDPC
codes whose lowest coding rates are 0.1’s. The puncturing distributions are designed
to change the coding rates from 0.1 to 0.95. Across the broad range of coding rates,
the punctured LDPC codes show uniform EMI values, which indicates the universal-
ity of punctured LDPC codes in the EMI sense. However, Eb/N0 gaps become wider
(poorer) at higher coding rates, which is predicted by the relation between EMI and
Eb/N0 gap on the capacity curve.
We also study behavior of finite-length punctured LDPC codes at a high rate (0.8
in our simulations) and compare punctured LDPC codes with LDPC codes designed
for the coding rate. Punctured LDPC code are at most as good as the dedicated
LDPC codes because the puncturing disturbs the optimality of base codes. However,
punctured LDPC codes have three advantages over dedicated LDPC codes;
• Punctured LDPC codes have long effective block lengths,
• Short cycles in parity-check matrices of punctured LDPC codes can be easily
removed,
• Punctured LDPC codes are more amenable to type-II hybrid-ARQ protocol
thanks to an efficient code structure for code combining.
We implement two dedicated LDPC codes for a coding rate of 0.8 with block
lengths of 2000 and 4000 that are compared with punctured LDPC codes. The
punctured LDPC codes are implemented by puncturing 1/2 rate LDPC codes with
block lengths of 3200 and 6400. In this simulations, the block lengths of the punctured
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LDPC codes are 1.6 times longer than those of the dedicated LDPC codes. Besides
the longer block lengths, the punctured LDPC codes have no 4 cycle loops in their
parity-check matrices. However, we cannot completely remove 4 cycle loops in the
parity-check matrices of the dedicated LDPC codes because the parity-check matrices
are much denser that those of the punctured LDPC codes. Due to the unavoidable 4
cycle loops in the dedicated LDPC codes, the dedicated LDPC codes have high error-
floors. Although the punctured LDPC codes are outperformed by the dedidcated
LDPC coded at low Eb/N0 regions, the punctured LDPC codes have lower error-
floors.
The type-II hybrid-ARQ protocol needs good error-detection, error-correction ca-
pabilities and an efficient structure for code combining. Because decoder-error rates
(DERs) and frame-error rates (FERs) account for error-detection and error-correction
capabilities, respectively, we compare FERs and DERs of the punctured LDPC codes
with those of the dedicated LDPC codes. Simulation results show that the punc-
tured LDPC codes outperform the dedicated LDPC codes. Especially, at low Eb/N0
regions, where the punctured LDPC codes have poorer BERs, the DERs of the punc-
tured LDPC codes are almost undetectable. Besides better DERs and FERs, by
replacing punctured symbols with progressively received coded symbols, we can effi-
ciently realize code combining. The combining process makes a codeword approach
that of the base LDPC code that has optimal performance. Thus, we can conclude





• Analysis of Low-Density Parity-Check Codes over Gaussian Channels with Era-
sures
The mixture channel proposed in this thesis is practically interesting but there
has not been any previous work with low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.
We analyze behaviors of LDPC codes based on Gaussian approximation. The
analysis results give us a tool to predict thresholds of LDPC codes over the
mixed channel.
• A new way to design LDPC codes over the mixed channel
Although well-designed LDPC codes are still good over the mixed channel,
LDPC codes have poorer performances at high erasure probabilities. We pro-
pose a design method for robust LDPC codes over the mixed channel. LDPC
codes designed with the proposed method have uniform performances over a
range of erasure probabilities, which is achieved at the minor sacrifice of per-
formances at low erasure probabilities.
• Evaluations of LDPC codes with practical considerations over the mixed channel
Finite-length LDPC codes are extensively evaluated with combinations of two
different types of erasures (block and random erasures) and different values of
maximum number of iterations. The result must be helpful to design practical
LDPC codes over the mixed channel.
• Rate Compatible Punctured Low-Density Parity-Check Codes
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We propose a new way to puncture LDPC codes for rate-compatibility. The
proposed puncturing method minimizes performance losses due to puncturing
across a broad range of coding rates. We also extend edge degree distribu-
tion pairs to three-tuple distributions that concisely describe punctured LDPC
codes.
• Analysis of punctured LDPC codes
Punctured LDPC codes are analyzed both in a purely numerical way with dis-
cretized density evolution technique and mathematically with Gaussian approx-
imation. The former allows us to predict accurate performances of punctured
LDPC codes and the latter gives us a close form of density evolutions during
iterations. Based on the analysis with Gaussian approximation, we propose a
design rule with linear optimization techniques.
• Universality of LDPC codes
Universality of channel codes over a broad range of coding rates is a theoret-
ically interesting topic. We show that LDPC codes can be universal with the
proposed puncturing method. The universality is measured in the excess-mutual
information (EMI) sense over a range from 0.1 to 0.95 in our simulations.
• High rate LDPC code design with the puncturing technique
We apply the puncturing method for designing high rate LDPC codes. The
high rate LDPC codes with the puncturing method have longer effective block
lengths, and larger minimum distances. We show that larger minimum distances
of high rate LDPC codes with the puncturing method result in better error-floors
than those of dedicated LDPC codes for high rates.
• Punctured LDPC codes with type-II hybrid ARQ protocol
In type-II hybrid ARQ protocol, frame-error rate (FER) and decoder-error rate
(DER) are more important than bit-error rate (BER). We empirically show that
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punctured LDPC codes have better FER and DER. In addition to FER and
DER, punctured LDPC codes have an efficient structure for code combining
that is a key element in type-II hybrid ARQ protocol.
6.2 Future Work
• Punctured regular LDPC codes
The proposed puncturing method determines variable nodes to be punctured
based on their degrees. Thus, the proposed method is not applicable for regular
LDPC codes because variable nodes of regular LDPC codes have the same de-
gree. Although their capacity-approaching performance makes irregular LDPC
codes theoretically more attractive, in some applications, regular LDPC codes
are more favorable because of their good minimum distance properties and sim-
plicity. We will study how to puncture finite-length regular LDPC codes.
• Finite-length punctured LDPC codes
The proposed puncturing method is based on the fact that LDPC codes do
not have short cycles, which is satisfied with infinite block lengths. In some
practical applications, block lengths must be several thousand bits or less with
which the proposed puncturing method may not be the best. We are trying to
find a better way to puncture finite-length regular/irregular LDPC codes.
• Analysis of high rate punctured LDPC codes
We show that high rate LDPC codes with the puncturing method have better
error-floors. However, we do not mathematically prove that punctured LDPC
codes have better minimum distances than those of dedicated LDPC codes. We
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